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ROLLINS COLLEGE LIBRARY

World
Flashes
from the

UnitedPress

Drys have an excellent chance
Df winning one of the six states
that will vote on prohibition repeal
November seventh and may win a
second, a United Press survey ol
sentiment in the six states showed
today-' Rcpealists, however, seem
assured of the three states needed
to eliminate t h e
Eighteenth
Amendment from the Constitution,
since the thirty-three which have
voted so far are all for repeal.
The six states voting November
seventh are North and South Carolina, Utah, Kentucky, Pennsylvania
and'ohio. Dry sentiment is strong
in South Carolina with Drys thoroughly organized in every county.
Sergt. Alvin C. Yorlc, Tennessee
World War hero, is making a series
of eighteen speeches there with
large crowds hearing him. Repealists plan only one speech, t h a t by
Postmaster James Farley just before election. Both sides claim victory.
The result is also doubtful in
Utah, where the Drys have staged
an intensive campaign led by the
Mormon Church. The repealist
move is organized, but their efforts are disorganized and spotty.
Unbiased observers, however, predict repeal by a slight majority.

Geneva—Germany prepared to
start negotiations for returning to
the League of Nations and Disarmament Conference today, German quarters indicated.
It was regarded as likely that
formal negotiations would be deferred until after the German election and plebiscite on November
twelfth, when the country will be
asked to back the government's
withdrawal.
League officials thought the October 26 meeting of the Disarmament Conference would adjourn at
once until after the German elec-

Memphis, Tenn.—Kathryn Kelly,
fallen queen of the southwestern
bandit gang, and her mother, Mrs.
R. G. Shannon, arrived here at six
forty-five A. M. aboard a train
from Oklahoma City. They are
under life sentences in the Charles
F. Urschel kidnaping. Mrs. Shannon will be taken to the Shelby
County penal farm, where she will
begin her sentence. Mrs. Kelly
will continue her journey to Cincinnati, where she will spend the
rest of her life in prison.

Berlin—Two Nazis who attacked
Roland Velz, an American citizen,
at Dusseldorf a week ago, were
sentenced today to six months' imprisonment.

HOLLYWOOD
By ALANSON EDWARDS
United Press Staff Correspondent
A cold steel etching of Frederic
March, the matter-of-fact man—
He is a shrewd trader, because
lie lives up to every letter of his
contract and demands the same
consideration. He comes closer,
probably, than anyone in Hollywood to standing on his own feet.
He's got a Pollyanna disposition and doesn't see anything remarkable in it.
Being a notorious practical joker, he gets blamed for more than
half the japes in Hollywood, but
claims credit for less than half.
One of his chiefest claims to
fame is a paper spitball he shot
at Longfellow's nose in a Racine,
"'is., schoolroom. It ornamented
'he portrait for three years. He
^as first to report the outrage,
and thus escaped suspicion.
He stole a watermelon just last
year. He doesn't like to look up
'^'ephone numbers. His idea of
^ good time is dining with John
Cromwell and Ralph Bellamy. He
Won't eat corn on the cob, but
'•dl eat bananas in any form.
The only thing that really ruffles March is a tardy person. He
has never fallen asleep at the
wheel of a car or swung on a cop
"' eaten a sprig of parsley on a
restaurant dish.
Apples, Hemingway, Noel Cow'fd, Casanova, middleweight fights
fhd the Chicago Cubs are among
his favorites.

Established
In 1894
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Beat
Newberry

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, OCTOBER 18, 1933

TARS WHIP SOUTH GEORGIA 3 0 - 0
JAMES GOWDY
CHOSEN HEAD
OF SANDSPUR

TO THE COLLEGE
T h e I n t e r f r a t e r n i t y C o u n c i l w i s h e s t o c a l l attention t o t h e following i n a c c u r a c i e s w h i c h appeare d in a n a r t i c l e of t h e O c t o b e r 1 1 t h e d i t i o n of t h e
Sandspur.
1.
"Violation of Pledging Rules Goes Unpunished'*. A n a c c u s a t i o n h a d b e e n filed b u t n o d e cision h a d b e e n r e a c h e d as to t h e legality of K a p p a
Alpha's actions.
2.
" D e a n Enyart w a s acting arbitrator at t h e
m e e t i n g Thursday night, at the request of t h e Kappa A l p h a fraternity." D e a n Enyart w a s selected
official a r b i t r a t o r b y t h e C o u n c i l l a s t s p r i n g .
His
presence w a s requested by the Inter-Fraternity
Council.

Permanent Staff Begins Work On
Current Issue of Paper;
Many New Members
The Publications Union elected
Jim Gowdy editor of the Sandspur
at their meeting last Thursday.
Gowdy's election comes as a fitting climax to three years of service on the Sandspur. He has been
well known as a feature writer
ever since he started with the paper as a freshman. He was made
circulation manager in his first
year. Since that time he has filled
innumerable postions on the staff
and so is well qualified to fill the
editorship which was unexpectedly found open this fall.
Gowdy has assembled an able
staff and indications point to a
good year for the Sandspur. The
Rollins publications have always
been held in high esteem and Jim
is desirous of keeping up the high
standards of the past. All students interested in newspaper work
are urged to contribute.
Gowdy's home is in Oak Park,
Illinois. He is a member of the
Studio Club, and is art editor of
the Flamingo. Another indication
of his versatility will become evident as soon as the weather becomes cold enough to bring out his
varsity sweater. Jim was football
manager for two years. He is secretary of Kappa Alpha and a senior in the college.
At the same meeting it was decided to reopen the bids on the engraving and printing work on the
Tomokan because of several unforeseen difficulties which arose
concerning the bids which had been
tentatively accepted.
New bids
will be considered at the next meeting on Thursday, October 19.

Council Issues Season
Ticket Books To The
Home Football Games
One of the first moves of the
newly elected student council was
the issuance of season book tickets,
admitting the general public to the
five home football games.
These tickets, priced at seventyfive cents for a single game, will
sell at two dollars and seventyfive cents per book. The student
council desires to maintain every
sport found at Rollins last year.
Since the appropriation is less this
year, the council is devising economic measures by which the various activities may be fostered at
a smaller cost. The selling of book
tickets is a big factor in this drive.
It is very encouraging to note
that our loyal Winter Park m»rchants and friends are supporting
us practically a hundred per cent,
and a large percentage of the Orlando merchants are aiding in the
campaign.
In the next issue of the Sandspur a complete list of merchants
buying book tickets will be printed. The student body of Rollins
will repay such loyalty by their
patronage.

Symphony Orchestra
Holds First Meeting
To Plan Organization
The Winter Park Symphony Orchestra held its first rehearsal of
the season Wednesday night. Many
new players applied for admission
to the orchestra at this time. These
and the members who played last
year betoken a fine organization
this season.
Harve Clemens, the conductor,
would like to see all new players
(Continued on page 2)

F
FRANCE GIVES
MEDALLIONS

We, the members of the Rollins Publications
Union, wish to express at this time our apologies
to the faculty and administration for the unfortunate reference to them in an article appearing
in the Sandspur of October 11, 1933. The article
was wholly misconstrued and so greatly elaborated upon that it missed the outstanding facts in the
case. We hope that the faculty and administration
will try to regard the article as a statement, with
which the author was unfamiliar with the circumstances and fashioned a story which entirely misrepresented the council. It played up an incident
in a tabloid form which is entirely against the
Sandspur policy. The Sandspur regrets the paper
was so used. The present and permanent staff of
the Sandspur was not connected with the past issue.
They will endeavor to make the Sandspur
wholly an unbiased newspaper.

Gift is 0,elivered to College
Through the Baron
d'Estoumelles
The government of France has
presented to Rollins College three
bronze medallions signifying the
participation of France in the
American Revolution, President
Hamilton Holt of Rollins has announced.
The medallions were
sent by Andre de Laboulaye,
French AmbassaHor to the United
States, and were delivered to the
College by Baron Paul d'estoursD
College by Baron Paul d'Estournelles de Constant, the new professor of French Civilizaftiion a t
Rollins.
One of the medallions, an original, shows on the face the head of
George Washington, and on the reverse a scene depicting Washington viewing the embarkation of the
British from Boston.
The other medallions are duplicates and show the heads of Washington, Admiral De Grasse-Tilly,
and Count de Rochambeau, the latter two distinguished French pioneers who aided the American military forces during the Revolution.
On the reverse side of these medallions is shown the "Surrender
at Yorktown."
Admiral de Grasse-Tilly commanded the French fleet at the
siege of Yorktown, which had been
sent to America to reinforce the
French in the West Indian waters
and to co-operate with Rochambeau on the North American Continent. After rendering invaluable assistance at the siege of Yorktown by preventing the Bristish
fleet from relieving Cornwallis and
thus permitting him to escape, he
town by preventing the British
sailed away to the West Indies
again where his operations for
some time were crowned with great
success.

Signed,
The Rollins Publications Union

STODENTS ELECT COUNCIL PLANS
BEPRESENTATIVES NEW FRAT OEAL
Student - Faculty Discipline Committee Congratulated on
Committee Chosen
Its Progress

Student members of the StudentFaculty Discipline Committee were
elected at an Association meeting
held in the Annie Russell Theatre,
Saturday, October 14th.
Representatives elected from the
Upper Division were Celestina McKay, Betty Childs, Ripley Parsons
and Robert Stufflebeam.
Betty
Trevor and H. P, Abbott were chosen from the Lower Division.
Runners-up were Louise Jenkins
and "Duke" Wellington for the
first group, and Grace Terry and
Bryant Prentice for the new students, all giving the winners a
close contest.
E. T. Brown, secretary of the
Rollins Publications Union, following a resolution passed by the
Union, submitted a statement to
Tommy Johnson, president of the
student body, in which the appointment of Betty Childs and
David Bothe as members of the
Union was recommended. The
new members were voted in by a
unanimous ballot.
Ben Kuhns was chosen as Press
Representative from the Student
Body at large, completing its memCount De Rochambeau, who had
bership for the current year.
risen to the rank of lieutenant
general of the French army, was
sent in 1780 at "the head of 6000
French regulars to co-operate with
Washington against the English in
America. During the following
year, Rochambeau's forces marched
from Rhode Island across Connecticut and joined Washington on the
Seeing stars is a privilege at
Hudson near Dobbs Ferry. On
August 19, the combined forces Eollins. Twelve students on Fribegan their famous southward day evening and six students on
march to Yorktown, where they Saturday evening were ably led
joined Lafayette's little army by into the clearness of a Florida
September 18. On October 19, night by Dr. M. Alberta Hawes
Cornwallis was forced to surrender. who used the eight-inch telescopic
reflector to initiate them into the
mysteries of astronomy.
They began with the old favorite Saturn with its attending rings
and were able to mark two of its
nine satellites. They sighted the
great globule cluster of Hercules
Dr. Ralph R. Lounsbury, former and the double cluster in Perseus.
Dr. Hawes told special stories
professor of Government and History at Rollins, died last night at in between glimpses and suggested
Black Mountain, N. C, as a result in the near future a look at the
of a stroke of apoplexy which he clear Florida moon purely in the
interest of astronomy.
suffered late last week.

Opportunity to View
Stars by Telescope
Arranged by Hawes

Dr. Lounsbury Is

Victim of Stroke

A new deal for our Inter-fraternity Council was officially launched last Wednesday night.
A committee, composed of Dean
Anderson, chairman, Stuart Eaton,
secretary, Dean Enyal't, Bernie
Bralove and Arthur Wellington
rendered decisions regarding the
fraternal status of fifteen men. The
report was acclaimed unanimously
and the committee was congratulated on its fine work.
_ For the past week this group
has labored diligently upon a new
constitution for the council. Stu
Eaton explained that the new document would be simpler but stricter
than the old and rather affibiguous constitution. He added that
this new set of rules would be
backed to the limit by the administration. The new constitution will
be ready for final approval of the
council eai'ly this week.

VARSITY WINS
OPENING GAME
BY BIG SCORE
Schrage, Miller, Washington Lead
Strong Oftensive Attack to
Score Each Quarter

ENIiiUSIASM
RALLY PARADE

It started with a parade in front
of Carnegie Hall, and ended up
with a five-touchdown parade of
the Rollins Gridders at Tinker
field last night as the Tars flashing a mid-season offense inaugurated their 1933 football season with
a 30 to 0 victory over the South
Georgia State College.

Although the Tars showed that
they needed more work on their
defense, they uncorked a series of
savage advances to score in every
Autos Storm Orlando Traffic quarter, and gave most of the men
Lights After Bonfire
on the squad a chance to show
Celebration
their wares to the 1200 fans that
turned out to see them in action.
The game started out as though
The flames of a huge bonfire
it was going to be all Georgia, as
towered to the skies as Rollins
they took the opening kickoff right
opened the Football season last down the field to Rollins eight yard
Monday with a display of school line where the Tars held for downs.
spirit never before seen on this Rollins kicked off to Georgia and
the ball was returned to the thirty
campus.
Beginning with a mass meeting yard line. On the first play the
in the Sandspur bowl, the festivi- Tars were off side and that was
ties carried through to an automo- the first of a series of penalties
bile parade into Orlando composed that helped Georgia no little. Durof over one hundred cars filled ing the course of the evening's acwith cheering screaming students. tivities Rollins was penalized a toThe ''pep" meeting began at tal of 160 yards. Lewis then broke
eight o'clock with the assembling- through the center of the line for
of the freshmen in front of Car- thirty yards and a first down on
negie Hall arrayed in pajamas. Rollins thirty yard line. Two line
Prom here they were marched bucks netted two yards, and then
around the Sandspur bowl and as- the Georgians were set back 15
sembled in a group to one side of yards for holding. However on the
a huge pile of wood that was soon next play a pass from Clifton to
turned into a blazing bonfire. Ashmore netted the visitors 12
Cheers and songs, led by Grace yards. A penalty for holding put
Terry, the peppy little freshman, the ball on the Rollins 20 yard line.
and Dave Bothe, were followed by The Georgians worked the ball
short speeches by Dr Holt, Dean down to the Rollins eight-yard line
Anderson, Dean Enyart, Jack Mac- aided by penalties, but there the
Dowell, Bob Evans, Hymie Miller, Tars held, and got the ball on
captain of the team, and many downs. After Schrage hit the line
members of the Tar's
fighting for three yards, Doyle went off
tackle for twenty-eight yards.
squad.
A snake dance down the main Schrage made it a first down at
midfield.
Miller and Washington
street of Winter Park led by the
newly formed college band, was combined to gain six yards, and
accompanied by upper classmen in then Miller went around right end
automobiles,, whose horns blared for fifteen yards and placed the
incessantly, while those in line ball on the 20 yard line. Miller
hit the line for four yards; WashRouted and screeched.
The end of the dance found ev- ngton gained two around the left
side
of the line. Schrage reversed
eryone once again grouped around
other end for 15 and put the
the fire where one more cheer was
ball
on the 12 yard stripe. Two
rendered to the team. The gigantic parade to Orlando started from line thrusts by Miller netted eight
here, and with horns blowing and yards, and then he made it a first
cymbals clashing Rollins swept down on the three yard marker.
down Orange Avenue, a screaming On the next play Washington hit
the line, and the score was six to
ting horde.
nothing. His boot for the extra
point was low and wide,

Vespers Programs
Have Wide Appeal Change In Commons
.^as just a quesFollowing are the Organ Vespers To Include Informal tion of how big a score the Tars
could roll up. State threatened in
for Friday, October 20, and TuesDress
For
Students
third quarter, but were held
day, October 24. These programs
for downs on the Rollins six inch
are composed of fine pieces and
le in a stirring goal line stand.
'Keep the Rollins Commons from
many more students should come
In the second quarter the Tars
to hear them than are now doing being a hash house," was the coment of Dean Enyart when ques- took the ball from midfield, and
so. If you wish a favorite piece
plays they scored again.
tioned
about
the
recent
order
that
of yours played, tell Mr. Siewert
[ men appear at the beanery clad Miller passed to Washington for a
and he will include it in one of his
thirty yard gain. Washington hit
a clean shirt and necktie.
programs.
Last year conditions became so tackle for eight yards, and after
Program for Friday, October 20.
Assisted by Harve Clemens, vio- bad in the beanery that a student [three unsuccessful thrusts at the
mittee was formed to recom-' line, Miller took the ball over on
mend certain changes. The result la fake reverse. Again Washing1. St. Annes Fugus—Bach.
that a marked improvement in ton's try for the extra point was
2. Cantilene Nuptiale—Dubois.
3. Violin: (a) Hills—Adolphs; the general atmosphere has been no good.
(b) Prelude to the Deluge—St. noticed.
Shortly aft^r the opening of the
Saens.
Dr. Holt wishes to have dinner third quarter, Schrage took Brythe Commons a semi-formal af- ant's kick on the midfield marker
4. Chorale in B Minor—Franck.
Program for Tuesday, October fair. It is generally accepted that and returned it to the Georgians*
i-formal dress for men in this forty yard stripe. After Miller
24:
1. Poet and Peasant Overture— climate constitutes a clean shirt was stopped without gain on a
plus
a necktie. Sweaters are not spinner, Schrage, on a reverse.
Von Suppe.
2. Arpa Notturna—Yon.
allowed and coats are to be worn went thirty yards to the visitors
3. Chorale, "O Blessed Jesus"— as soon as the weather is suffi- ten yard line. On a triple pass,
Brahms.
ciently cool.
Schrage was brought down by Clif4. Humoresque—Tchaikowsky,
'.n case any person is interested
three yard line. Miller
5. Idyll—Kinder.
the question of what color neck- crossed the line a few seconds lashall be worn. Dean Enyart ter standing up when he wentf
6. Finale, from the Eighth Sympersonally prefers red.
(Continued on Page 6)
phony by Widor,

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

the Publications Union establishes dation one week prior to the date
the following rules regarding the of the Student Association meetchoice of the advertising commis- ing.
(2) If such notice has been givsioner, editors and business manaen, a two-thirds vote of the memgers of member publications:
1. A candidate for the position bers of the Student Association
of editor or business manager of present and voting shall constitute
any publication shall have worked authority for ratificafon.
steadily for at least one college
1. The Publications Union shall be
year on one of the Rollins publicomposed of the following voting
cations, preferably that for whose
members: The editor-in-chief, th
leadership he is applying.
associate editor and the business
2. Each candidate shall file a
manager of each member publica
tion; the advertising commi;fsioner; letter of application with the chairthe financial adviser and treasurer man of the Publications Union on
The art appreciation seminar
•of the Union as defined in Section or before the first day of the open- promises an unusually interesting
3 of Article IV; one faculty ad- ing of the spring term of the year course for the year. This course
viser for each member publication; prior to that in which he contem- holds its first meeting in tbe art
one student from the Lower D
plates holding office.
studio on Friday at 10:45.
sion and two students from the
Miss Robie, who spent much of
3. The editor of the Flamingo
Upper Division, elected by the Stu- and the editor of the Sandspur her time in Chicago this summer
dent Association. The Union may shall prepare, and publish in the at The Century of Progress Art
at its discretion elect honorary, Sandspur within one week after the Exhibition, at this meeting will
non-voting members to serve in an last date for filing applications, hold a round table discussion with
advisory capacity. The Union shall schedules whereby each candidate those who visited the Exhibition.
elect its chairman from its own for the editorship of these publica- Several visitors will take part in
membership. The Faculty Com tions, in alphabetical order, shall this discussion, members of the
mittee on Student Publications supervise one issue of the publica- Orlando Art Association and Miss
shall act in an advisory capacity tion for whose editorship he is ap- Davenport of Zellwood.
to the Union.
plying.
During Friday and Saturday the
"Article IV. Section 4. The
4. The editor of the Tomokan studio will have on display a galUnion shall have general supervi- and the editor of the "R" Book
y of posters from the Century
sion of member publications. It shall arrange that candidates for I of Progress showing the bizarre
shall elect the editor and businesi these positions, respectively, ob- coloring in the various buildings.
manager of each member publica tain full information on the editThe art faculty hopes to arrange
tion, and the advertising commis ing of these publications, and, if an unusual and interesting course
sioner. The editor and business practicable, assist in some of the this year. The faculty, students and
manager of the Tomokan shall be editor's work.
general public are invited.
selected from the Upper Division,
5. A candidate for a business
The Union shall have power to
managership shall confer with the
(a) Require term reports from incumbent business manager conbusiness managers;
cerning his duties, and, if possible,
(b) Remove inefficient officers assist in his work.
of member publications;
6. The advertising commission(c) Determine compensation, if er shall be chosen from applicants
The student body of Rollins, the
any, for editors, business manag- who have served with distinction professors and alumnae may look
ers, the advertising commissioner, in the business department of one now on the band as a permanent
or other active members of publ: or more of the publications.
organization.
Many ideas and
cations staffs."
7. The Publications Union shall plans are in progress. The band
Rules for the election of the meet four weeks before the end of will play at every football game
Advertising Commissioner, Edit^
the college year to elect the adver- and in the near future all members
and Business Managers of Eollins tising commissioner, editors and of the band will be provided with
Student Publications.
business managers of member pub- an attractive uniform.
To promote the efficient man- lications from applicants who have
Anyone is invited and welcome to
agement of student publications met these requirements.
Candi- join the band. Even if you do not
dates elected shall take over their play any instrument come over to
respective duties within one week the Conservatory and under the
after their election.
personal supervision of Ted Erlich,
We Have
8. A summary of these rules you will receive instruction on any
Rollins College Jewelry and
shall be published each year in the instrument you desire.
College Seals
Rings, Bracelets, Compacts
first issue of the Sandspur.
Don't forget—girls are just as
Article V. Amendments
welcome as boys.
Section 1, Thisconstitution may
The band is now in rapid progOpposite the Depot
be amended upon recommendation ress and promises to be an organof the publications board, concurred ization of great promise.
in by a two-thirds vote of the members of the Student Association of
Radio Speeds Up Classes
BICYCLES FOR RENT
Rollins College, under the followOshkosh, Wis. (UP)—A fast
"For health's sake, ride a bike" ing rules:
march played on a radio amplify(1) The student body shall be ing system is used to relieve conWITCHING HOUR
informed of the board's recommen- gestion at the high school here.
CYCLE CLUB

Publications Union
Constitution
Preamble
In order to place the student
publications of Rollins College
upon a firmer basis, to secure continuity of business management, to
reduce the cost of publication, and
to insure a greater subscription
list, this Constitution is adopted by
the students of Rollins College.
Article I. Name
This organization shall be known
as the Rollins College Publications
Union.
BE IT RESOLVED: That the
Constitution of the Publications
Union be amended in accordance
with Article V (Amendments), as
follows:
"Article II. Object. The object
of this organization is to conduct,
manage and issue, for the Student
Association of Eollins College, the
Flamingo, the *R* Book, the Sandspur and the Tomokan, and such
other student publication as the
growth of the college and the student body may make necessary.
"Article III. Membership. The
Flamingo, the 'R' Book, the Sandspur and the Tomokan, and such
other student publications as receive the endorsement of the Student Association of Rollins College and the approval of the administration of Rollins College,
shall be members of the Publications Union.
"Article IV. Officers. Section

We Do Professional Finishing
On Your Kodak Films

The Page Photo
Studio
Winter Park

New Fall Hosiery—^Dark Shades
Full Fashioned
65c
Real Chick
79c
Gotham Gold Stripe
$1.00
Humming Bird
$1.00-$1.19

R. F. LEEDY CO.
Phone 282-M

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.
New and Used Portables
Service on All Typewriters
Phone 4822, 29 E. Pine, Orlando

Art Appreciation
Has First Meeting

Band Becomes Active
And Permanent Body
With Great Plans

C. L. PRUYN

Phone 88

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners
PHONE
Winter Park—9188

Orlando—3176

An Old Rollins Tradition

Symphony Orchestra
Professor H. Pierce Mural Paintings
Class at Rollins Holds First Meeting
Has Great Plans for
(Continued from Page 1)
Debating and Oration An art class of unusual interest
The Speech Studio, under the direction of Professor Harry Raymond Pierce, has great plans this
year in debating and oration. The
studio has acquired a Speakaphone,
a device by which records can be
made of students' voices, played on
any victrola, and analyzed for defects and corrections in speech,
tone, delivery, et al. This machine
will be of immeasurable use not
only in everyday class, but in the
selection of student announcers
and participators in the Rollins radio programs.
Each Tuesday night, over station
WDBO, there will be a 15 minute
Rollins radio program to which
students and professors expect to
contribute material of educational
d news interest.
In the matter of debates, the
first fundamental in building a
strong team is in getting the best
minds of the college. In many
colleges, of course, the chief problem is not sifting candidates, but
finding enough students interested
to build up a team of strength and
capability, and that is the problem at Rollins, right now.
We need s.ome good debators,
and we hope that professors and
students will be on the lookout for
possible candidates.
When the
names of such students are turned
over to the debate coach, the men
will be assiged some definite work.
Everyone is urged to come out for
debating.
is not necessary for students
to enroll in the speech department
rder to be candidates for various debating teams. The Oratorical Association meets once a week
throughout the fall and winter
terms, and every sttwient interested in speech should attend for
the sake of practice obtained in appearing before this enthusiastic
group. Friendly criticism is given
at the end of each program and
students are encouraged in this
way to correct any speech habits
that seem to their disadvantage.
Announcement will be made in
the Rollins Calendar of the first
Oratorical Association meeting.

to all here at Rollins is the mural
painting class conducted by Mr.
Pfister. Members will do murals
showing the contemporary life here
at Rollins.
The first piece of work planned
for the class this year is a painting of the Convocation at Knowles
Chapel. Mr. Pfister and the class
will work out the first faces in
the Convocation line including Dr.
Holt, Dean Anderson, Dean Enyart, Dean Sprague and several
members of the faculty.
Other murals will be completed
during the year all portraying
campus life. One subject already
hosen is the Rollins Sing on Lake
Virginia.
The first finished work of this
class, a painting of Wekiwa
Springs called "Sunset on Wekiwa,"
now hangs in Cloverleaf Dormitory.

Piano and Violin
Classes Organized

who wish to try out for places in
the orchestra. The applicants a «
requested to see him at his office
in the Conservatory as early as
possible so that he may complete
the personnel before the next rehearsal. Preference will be given
to the competing musicians who reside in Winter Park and Orlando.
The next rehearsal to be held in
Recreation Hall is scheduled for
this Wednesday evening. It is hop.
ed that many Rollins students interested in orchestra work will be
•esent at this occasion.

PEWTERPITCHER
Try Our Waffles—
They're a Specialty
145 W. Fairbanks Ave.

Keystone Auto
Parts Co.
Used Cars and Parts

Piano and violin classes for children are now being organized a t
the Rollins College Conservatory of
Music, and parents are urged to
get in touch with the office as early as possible for registration. It
is expected that two classes will
be formed, one for beginners and
the other for students who have
had a year's work of this kind.
Class instruction has been found
to be a very good method of discovering musical talent, and serves
to prepare the students for work
with private teachers.
C. 0.
Honaas, head of the department of
public school music at the Conservatory, will supervise the teaching
of all the classes.

24-Hour
Repair and Storage Service

Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

Dougherty and Sova

Repairs
Made Free of Charge

The Rollins

Orange, Minnesota and
Maitland Avenues
Phone Winter Park 303

Six Point Service
Station
On the way to Orlando

PAN-AM GAS
DIAMOND TIRES
24-Hour Service
Phone 9197-W

Dollar Cleaners
348 E. Park Ave.

Rollins Cleaners and
Launderers

Linen Suit
$^.94

STUDENT OWNED

"Get it at Gary's"

"We Clean Anything"
Pressing While You Wait

THE STUDENTS' STORE

Soc Chakales, Manager

Gary's
Pharmacy

PROFESSIONALLY OPERATED
215 CENTER STREET
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Eddie Reynolds and His Orchestra

THE COLONIAL

Course Dinners - Chop Suey - Steaks
Italian Dishes

mm €LU]
46 West Central

The College Store
— Open —
7:30 till Midnight

PERRYDELT
•^^

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Sandwiches and Sodas

'^""^

EXTENDS ITS HOSPITALITY
Banquets—or Tea for Two
Special Rates on Reservation
PHONE ORLANDO 5461

ELECTED TO SCREEN HALL OF

B E A U T Y SECTION
Eda's
Beauty Shop

Mariam's Beauty
Shop

Enjoy Expert Work and
Quick Dryers

You'll enjoy life more if you
look your best.
346 E. Park Ave.
Phone 113

FAME

NEW
PICTURE
ITS PLACE

TAKES

AMONG

GREATEST

Hailed by the nofion"$ leading critics as one
of the finest pictures ever produced.

"EXTRAORDINARY!"
says LIBERTY and gives
it 4 STARS • • •
•

"For beauty I am not a star,
There are others more handsome by far.
My face I don't mind it.
For I am behind it.
It's those in front that I jar."
(Woodrow Wilson's favorite limerick)
Well, that's that; you can't do much about the face that was
dealt you, BUT you can do a lot about the clothes you wear
below it, and we can help you.
- instance, try our Made-to-measure service. Men who i
nd quality and style,—without the penalty of high price
are looking for you.

A FRANK CAPRA Production

CHARLES WRIGHT
HAIRDRESSER
WINTER PAHK BRANCH
KEEZEL BUILDING
206 E. Park Ave.
Phone 228
and
9 Washington St. Arcade
Orlando
Phone 3522

All Methods of Permanent Waving

|LADY/^*DAYII
with W A R R E N W I L L I A M
-v
MAY ROBSON
GUY KIIBEC
Ghnda Farrell
Ned S|»rks .Walter Coimotly

Saturday thru Tuesday

BEACHAM
A Sparks' Theatre

INTERNATIONAL
Customized Tailoring

It's the sort of suit
you're glad to have in
white, navy, brown or
black for it has good
lines and is smart,
serviceable to wear at
class, on the campus or
when shopping over in
Orlando.
Sizes 12-20
Economy Floor—4th

DICKSONIVES CO,
Orange Ave. - Orlando
Phone 4134

R. C. BAKER, Inc.
"at the corner, downtown"

Daily deliveries to Rollins leave
here 9 a. m. Phone Orlando
4134 for the things you need.
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Burton Stresses Import
KNOWLES
Of Our Search for Beauty

GiPEL
RECEIVES GIETS

RoUinsania

By M. J. DAVIS
Dr. Burton touched a fine point
of philosophy when he spoke on
the appreciation of the precious- New Gifts Include Pictures
There is not a thought in the types of human beings on the colGreetings and Salutations!! Back ; room but for six more at the most!
ness of "Haw." Life is a succesworld that should go by unnoticed. lege campus. First there are the
with you again (you'll just have!We've always wondered about that
And Wooden Cross
of moments, days, years ,and
And there are few things that af- Athletes who play games and who
to learn to take it, because we can | lavish color effect but we're betalks
of
Eternity
but
in
the
ter they have been said are not talk about them with some knowlAmong the gifts which have dish out this sort of drivel inde-1 ginning to understand. Wonder if
last analysis "the essence of Eternfor the benefit of the reader. This edge. Directly opposite these are
been presented to Knowles Memo- finitely) after a week's lay-off,'they use it as a rush talk?? "Join
ty is right now." Our lives are
paper should be a means of saying the Intellectuals who wear queer
rial Chapel a t Rollins College re- during which time one of the so- jwith us and maybe someday you'll
moulded by the spirit in which we
what one thinks. Not what one is garments and twitter about Shelley
cently, Dean Charles A. Campbell called "highly respected" members j be president and get to sit in the
live each moment. Those who fill
supposed to think. You will find or the idiot Dante and strive for
has announced, are a Roman Cross of the faculty almost ruined our bath tub during frat meeting."
their days with beauty can forget
that nothing is quite as big, quite the spiritual world. In between
from Mrs. Franklin W. White of good name and our reputation by I And by the way, get "Bernie
the "Thou Shalts" and the "Thou
as important, as you think it to be. are those who are good at sports,
Boston, and five reproductions of exposing the inside facts on the ."Dimples" Bralove to tell you about
Shalt Nots" for they will have no
Scathing articles concerning fra- make fraternities and once in a
ecclesiastical paintings from Mrs. home life and habits of a few of | the little girl at Cloverleaf who
room within them for evil. He
ternity politics are quite as harm- while are caught voicing "the useA. S. Bourne of Washington, Conn the (not so good) administration.'rooked him for a midnight supper
made it clear that this is a goal
less and superficial as the frater- lessness of life."
The cross, which will be carried And you'd be surprised how touchy ^ the other night. The old Army
which all men may strive for but
nity politics. I cannot put myself
If you think that you are more
in processions at special services, some of our Profs really are; we |game, Bernie!! You're not the
attain only in part.
up as a great critic. I do not in than that then you did not think
is carved from oak wood with na- began getting complaints even be-ifjrst!
my following articles in any way in the first place. Stop the thought
Dr. Burton warned us that right
* • •
tural finish. The gold border of fore the issue went to press.
imply that my ideas are correct. that you and you are so superior
now in college we should begir
One quick-tempered subscriber,
j u s t to prove that you can't be
the arms of the cross and the blue
But all criticism is personal so I to the next one. It is a consoling
•make the distinction between
whom
we
strongly
suspect
was
t
h
e
'
t
o
o
careful
about
your reputation
background of t h e inscription
can say these are my observations thought to fall back on but
livelihood" and "living." In later
are emblematic of the college col- ghost writer himself, looking for a jhere at Rollins (and who i s ? ? ? )
and whether you agree with them the less false.
life we all have to make a livel:
little fan mail and free publicity, ^ take a very distressing case which
from the neck. I cannot believe
or not does not concern me in the
hood but the tone of our living
that I show respect to the college
The pictures, which have been writes: "My stenographer, being a | was brought to our attention the
least. I am, however, impartial
will be determined by what we do
lady, cannot transcribe what I other day. It seems that a cerAnd stop this infernal rushing by tying a scrap of linen about my
to everyone and everybody. You
and think with our free time each hung on the walls of Frances Chathroat. Am I bold in saying this.
think of you; I, being a gentleman, tain doting parent wouldn't allow
are all to me as so many chip- about once and think. If you are
day, our "precious marginal hours.' pel, include a F r a Angelico from
Heaven help me if 'tis boldness.
cannot think of it; but you, being her daughter to have a date with
capable
of
thought
you
will
at
least
the
Coronation,
the
original
of
munks on a great oak or perhaps
Dr. Burton said that to him there
Probe about, find out the reason
which is in the Pitti Palace in neither, will doubtless understand a certain very highly-thought-of
not so great an oak . . . but no mat- hesitate before you rush again,
was nothing so tragic as the "
what we mean."
man-about-campus the other eveyou always thought long and deep- a man should wear a tie. If there
Florence,
Italy;
Raphael's
Sistine
cessful" man who at the age of
plausible one put on your tie
Ouch! That's what we call hit- ning, whereupon said gentleman,
ly before you did a thing, you
Madonna, with the figures of St.
retirement found that he was
just to prove he was worthy of
ting below the belt.
would never do it. Then how to and forget it. If not, away with
Barbara
and
St.
Sixtus;
and
The
happy and at a loss as to what to
such a fair trust, got himself elect' accomplish anything ?
Why ac- the plague forever.
do with his hard earned freedom. Chair Madonna.
Sometimes as I sit and ponder complish anything? Why are you
ed to the Student Discipline ComHas anybody gotten wind of the mittee Friday morning. That's
I wonder who is more the tool, the here? Do you know you have 55
11 who attended this simDon't bluff yourself along thinkfast one Sev Bourne has put over what we call gallantry . . , and
people that race about on well: years. 55 short years and ing you have many friends. Wheth- ple and impressive service felt as
n the college? Yep, it's a new also check-mated, for the little
Burton felt when he looked
squealed tires, screaming idiotic
world goes round.
Think!
you are connected with the most
ddition to the office which ceraround the Chapel and said that
nonsense in order to fill with awe Don't gape! Think. The wise one
been noticed strolling
congenial fraternity or sorority on
tainly "brightens up the corner through Carnegie, singing "Who's
the esthetic delight which it gave
the minds of the students who
asks, "why think, if it leads to such
campus you can count your
here she is." We didn't catch Afraid of the Big Bad Man?"
him was a superb example of what
not "in with them"—or those who hopeless thoughts." Would you
Friends and classmates of Edtrue friends on one hand. The
stand by and sneer "look at the like me to insult a r a t or a mouse hand I count mine on lost four fin- he meant by the "feeling of beau- ward William Tanner will be sorry le name because we were having
one awful time trying to hold back
ty."
superficial fools, where do they by comparing you with them?
Well, it's time to knock off and
to hear of his sudden death on "Higgins" Dunlop, who wants to
gers from an accident with a butthink they are getting that way
ish on up to the Beanery to wrap
Wednesday, October 11, at his be a big brother to all of them,
cher's knife. Many of you are so
or even myself whom I admire and
Gets
Collection
home in Cortland, N. Y. He a t - but it looks as if Sev is going to ourselves around some lunch. We've
weak from standing on the feet of
The
intelligence
of
people
cerlike more than practically every
Columbia, Mo. (UP) — Miss tended Rollins in 1930-31» and he
tainly worries me when I hear the crowd that, thrust alone, you
have a hard time keeping his mind got it down to eating in three minbody under the sun.
Pearl Mitchell, Daytona Beach, was affiliated with the Men's Glee
words such as "You had better not would have no idea what to do.
on his work . . . and the Big Busi- utes flat, now, thus allowing ourFla., has given the University of Club and Delta Rho Gamma social
print
tha<t
or
say
that,
it
might
ness Man is supposed to be carry- selves a good half hour to stand
There are three outstanding
Missouri a valuable anthropolog- fraternity. He was one of the winget you into trouble." Say any
ing the torch for a certain local around on the steps and look imThe more painted, wild, modern ical collection. Several score Inportant and make cracks concernners' of the Annie C. George essay girl just at present, too!!!
thing, print anything (vulgarity girls I see, the more I say GO
dian relics, including a quill neck- contest held under the auspices of
ing the appearance and personal
emphatically excepted)
T H E N HOME and TAKE GOOD HEED
lace once owned by Geronimo, the Robert Schalkenbach Foundahabits of the members of the
Radios and Lamps
LISTEN TO T H E OTHER PER- of the worlds of your grandmother.
were included.
Freshman Class with whom we are
tion.
We
pulled
that
old
"Tell
it
to
SON'S ARGUMENT. ..If the party Learn to talk well, to walk well,
He left Rollins to attend Col- the Marines" line when we got it familiar. Oh, not too familiar, of
remains silent and despises or pun- to sit gracefully. Hold that head
Celebrates 102nd Birthday
gate, where he received his A. B., confidentially that the X Club were course, we don't go in for that sort
ishes you for what you have saic in the air. Stop incessantly fling
Taunton, Mass. (UP) — Miss and then he took graduate work at only going to pledge six new raen of thing.
Besides, we've been
you have hurt their vanity. Take ing bony arms around t h e nearest
Margaret Strowbridge Dean has Duke. Funeral services were held this year, but after the tip-off we slapped three times this past week
242 Park Avenue
the punishment realizing that the neck and lertting it go at that.
just observed her 102nd birthday in Cortland last Saturday.
.
.
.
and
some
of these new girls
just
received
from
Operative
2XL,
victory is yoursMayhap this is old-fashioned. But anniversary here in the house
we're not so sceptical. Here's the are rather athletic!!!
their charms of days gone by were which she was born. She enjoys
inside
story.
It
seems
that
the
Philadelphia (UP)—A collection
Take a small matter like the something tangible and beautiful. perfect health for one of her age,
Yeggs hold their weekly Monday
Miss Lu Cashwell of Apopka was
wearing of ties. I say at best a How incongruous to call 99% of and follows an ordered daily pro- of pictures of musk-ox and polar night frat meetings IN THE PRIguest at the Phi Mu house last
bears has been placed on exhibiyou "Ladies" , . . Laugh at me gram of activities.
tie but stifles the wind.
VACY OF THAT BILLIOUS- week.
tion
in
the
Academy
of
Natural
when
you
read
thip
but
remember
tainly is not a matter of modesty
OF
Science on the Parkway. The pic- G R E E N B A T H R O O M
that I HAVE BEEN ROARING
that forces the male sex to wear
Advertise in the Sandspur
tures were taken by Brooke Dolan. THEIRS!!! . . . and there isn't
WE DELIVER
flogging piece of cloth hanging AT YOU FOR YEARS!
"Never let a day pass without
ading a beautiful poem, without
looking at a beautiful picture,
without listening to a beautiful
piece of music." This quotation
from Goethe was the keynote of
Dr. Richard Burton's address, "Living the Day," in the Knowles Memorial Chapel last Sunday. Dr.
Burton emphasized how easy it
was for us today to turn to an inspiring book, a beautiful picture,
or to listen to great music with
which modern science has filled the
air. Any one of these may "set
the tone of the day" for us on a
higher plane than it would otherwise have been, for the "appreciation of beauty brings beauty of
conduct and beauty of spirit."

Edward Wm. Tanner
Dies at N. Y. Home

BENNETT
ELECTRIC SHOP

SANITARY

Meat Market

FOR A O l ^ Y S LUCKIES
PLEASE
Choice tobaccos
rolled right—no loose ends

A L W A Y S thejtnest
AXWAYS thejtnest

tobaccos
workmanship
W h e n s m o k i n g a L u c k y , have you
noticed t h e l o n g white ash? T h a t ' s
the sign of fine, choice T u r k i s h and
Domestic tobaccos. A n d have you
noticed h o w fully packed Luckies are
with tliese clioice tobaccos—rolled
right — so r o u n d — so p u r e — w i t h n o
Ix)ose ends. Luckies always please!

it*s toasted "
FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE
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A FORWARD
Now that the staff of this newspaper has
gained some semblance of permanency it is
time that we place before the student body
of Rollins College the policy that we shall
adhere to for the ensuing year.
It is a fact that most newspapers throughout our country are the political organs of
some party. This, because they are supported by that party. The Rollins Sandspur, having as its constituents the students of the college, should logically put
l>efore the public the policies of the student body.
Consequently: we shall reflect the student mind, the faculty mind, and the administration mind, we shall give impartial
accounts of all news meriting these columns, we shall aim all our efforts toward
the betterment of Rollins college, we shall
constantly urge the cooperation of all on
this campus for the advancement of education, culture, and fellowship in Rollins.

FRATERNITIES
One of the greatest problems met by a
college undergraduate in his first year in a
university is that of choosing the right fraternity. Right at this moment this is the
main thought in the minds of most of the
members of the Rollins freshman class.
Students already having attended other institutions do not find this momentous decision confronting them because they have
already experienced the first phases of the
fraternity, rushing, pledging and initiation.
And so in trying to clear up some of the difficulties facing the new students, it is for
the freshmen especially that we are concerned,
Rollins societies for men include chapters of two national organizations and four
local clubs. Practically each of these has
some especial attraction, but in an intelligent discussion of their many advantages
and disadvantages, let us for the time place
them all on an equal basis, for only by doing this can a clear conception of social organization be attained.
In the first place it seems to us best
to merely attempt to find a group in which
the members appear to be the most congenial, friendly, and with which the rushee
feels he may find friends who will be the
best to know during his stay in college.
For in selecting a group it must be kept in
mind that these are the people with whom
it is necessary to live for three or more

years, and one must ascertain as nearly as
possible with whom he can receive the utmost from college life. A rushee should
certainly not be prejudiced against any one
group due to the fact that there are one
or two members whom he does not like.
Nor should he consider one organization the
best because he is especially attracted to a
few of the active members. For most of
the fraternities at Rollins, both those for
men and women, still consist, after pledging, of some twenty individuals, and it is
almost impossible to discover a group of
this size where there will not be someone
whom the rushee does not particularly admire or respect. There are bound to be
certain individuals admired by and disliked
by the rushee. If he does not know them
at present, he will very shortly discover
them. But in selecting a fraternity each
one must be taken as a whole group and
not as individuals. The best method, it
seems to us, is to regard each one almost
indifferently and not be affected by petty
prejudices.
Ona of the main factors of social organization is the financial problem. A person
rushed by a fraternity or sorority with intent of being pledged has a perfect and
very justifiable right to look at the financial
statement and inquire about the expenses
and assessments. Although with the present Unit-Cost Plan at Rollins one must
always remember that it is assuming great
responsibility to become engaged with a
group whose finances are in poor condition.
Do not become affected by the fact that
one group has a better looking house or
more attractive rush parties than another.
This very often has no significance a t all,
and if it does, it is certainly wrong in having acquired it Nor should the rushee be
prejudiced toward a group on account of
a few powerful seniors or upperclassmen.
as well acquainted as is possible with the
He sould make a point of trying to become
lowerclassmen and the fellow-members of
the freshman class who are going to become pledged with him, for it is with these
individuals and not the seniors who are
going to graduate in June that he will have
to spend his stay in college and live with
throughout four pf the most! importanC
years in one's lifetime. The period in college may be most beneficial and happy if
one can find the right friends. If he fails,
this period may become extremely unhappy,
and the course of one's entire life may be
changed on its account.
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get a false impression of college life which,
in reality, is not half so bad as its participants would like us to believe.
The college boys have heard the alumni
tell highly exaggerated tales of the "good
old days". They would be breaking a tradition if they did not swell the list with a
few stories of their own.
It is said that students at the University
are getting worse every year. This condition may be attributed to the desire of future students to do the things their friends
at the University tell them are the rule.
The old grads' stories are having a boomerang effect upon their own children.
Let us hope, however, that the present
generation of students will cease tu repeat
the mistakes of their elders and give their
younger brothers and sisters something to
look up to instead of to live down.

BOUND TO BE READ
By Allen Smith
United Press Book Editor
"Radetzky March," by Joseph Roth (Viking) is one of the most powerful, emotionstirring novels to come out of Germany in
years and it seems strange that its author
should, at the present time, be an exile
from Hitlerland. There is some satisfaction to be had, however, in the knowledge
thaK the book was a best-seller in Germany
before the Nazis came to power.
The book is the story of Austria under
the War Lord Emperor, Francis Joseph,
and more particularly—father, son and
grandson—all of whom lived and died in the
time of Francis Joseph. They were of lowly origins, but Joseph Trotta, the grandfather of the story, saved the emperor's
life at Solferino. The family achieved nobility and perished with young Carl Joseph, drilled through the brain by a Russian Cossack.
Joseph Roth has written of old Austria,
of the Vienna we have all loved in story
and song, of duels and beautiful women
and elegant uniforms and wines. The title
itself comes from the stirring march train
army. And each of the three Trottas—the
hero of Solferino, the District - Commissioner, and the young lieutenant—is a character that only a novelist of genius could
have drawn.

AFTERMATH

OTHER EDITORIALS
STOP KIDDING THE HOME FOLKS!
W. Va. Athenaeum
Students of the 'State University a t Morgantown exercise a greater influence upon
high school boys and girls of the state
than their actions would indicate that they
realize. The high school age is an impressionable one, and in their effort to appear
sophisticated these children revel in aping
the actions of the collegiates.
If the university students would learn
to discriminate between the subjects they
should talk about to their younger friends
and those that are better not discussed,
much of the deplored "wildness" of the
younger set would disappear. If they would
confine themselves to the facts and forget
the solely imaginary parts of their adventures, the problem would be half solved.
As it is, a student comes home boasting
of his escapades. A college man or woman in a small town is always expected to
be "fast." He doesn't want to disappoint
:he home folks. He entertains them with
his stories or his example of the "worldly"
attitude of the college man. Classes aren't
mentioned. Any new viewpoints he has
reached, other than those on the much discussed subjects of liquor or sex, are tacitly
omitted. The high school boys and girls

STUDENT REVIEWS
"GOD'S LITTLE ACRE"
By Erskine Caldwell
The Viking Press, New York 1933
This is a story of Georgia farmers bitten with the lust for gold. It is a story of
superstition, sex, gusty humor, and strong
and memorable characters—Ty Ty, the
father; Darling Jill, his wanton daughter;
Pluto, her local politican suitor; Will, the
rebel son who left home for the South Carolina cotton mills; Dave, the mysterious albino "diviner"; Griselda, the beauty of the
family; Rosamond, Will's wife.
All of the members of the Thompson family except Will and his wife are living on
a Georgia farm, digging for gold instead of
raising cotton. They struggle along, always deep in debt, in a hopeless but colorful existence. Several family mix-ups and
the death of two of the sons ends the story.
Erskine Caldwell already has quite a
group of enthusiasts and this novel leaves
one with a sense of discovery. Its vitality,
vigorous style, and its humor make it an
exciting addition to the field of mature
works of young American novelists. Caldwell has been compared by some to Mark
Twain, to Hemingway, to Sherwood Anderson, but in a distinctive style he conveys
the humor, the primitiveness and power
which he finds in his characters and locale.
His is certainly a new style- As a book of
a type it is worth study.
As to my personal reaction to' the book—
I do not care for this type of novel.' It is
revolting to me to read of incestuous relationships in detail and the complete
frankness—to me personally—is not a value. Its only value is as a study in sociology
and life.
Duke Wellington
"THE YEARS OF LOVE"
By Margaret Widdemer
Farrar and Rinehart, New York 1933
The book is a story of the loves and romances of the Warner family throughout
the years, trying to show that the more
love changes the more it is the same thing.
The history of the family loves is traced
through dialogue between Lila, the modern
daughter, hei> mother -and g*randmother.
Various leads such as old portraits, pieces
of furniture, and family albums are used to
introduce the different characters. \ The
story goes from 1933 to 1866, then by degrees back to 1925, tending with the last
three chapters devoted to Lila, the modern
daughter, whose dubiousness and skepticism start the story.
Each chapter is a love story in entirety,
with the thread of dialogue and reminiscence joining them together.
Miss Widdemer obviously has a wonderful capacity for the enjoyment and understanding of life. She is very romantic and
seems to enjoy writing romances and romantic poems that people like to read, but
I found her book a bit wordy and superficial.
Duke Wellington
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ADVENT OF BLUE BOOKS
Approaches the time of year
Dreaded the most;
Descent of the Blue Books,
Belligerent host.
Gluttonous armies
Whose mouths we must fill.
Or with an " F "
Our average they'll kill.
Now, though I'm old
And have vanquished a score,
Their memory will
Haunt me evermore.
I'd like to be a Senior
And with the Seniors stand
A fountain pen behind my ear
A note-book in my hand
I wouldn't be an Emperor
I wouldn't be a king
I'd rather be a Senior
And never do a thing.

BOOK REVIEW

R. T. C.

The girls, at least, on the Rollins campus
can now breathe a little easier than they
have been during these last few weeks of
frantic rushing. The indication banquet
bids were sent out Monday morning a t ten
thirty and have by this time been answered
so the sorority girls know just about what
and who to expect.
"Living in Doubt" might well have been
the theme song for many of our co-eds.
We only hope that now everyone will attend classes as regularly as possible, and
we might also suggest that a little sleep
now and then is good for one.
Sororities play an important role in the
life of almost any co-ed but there are many
things more vital. Friendships made at
school and college are more lasting than
those made elsewhere. These friendships
are made not only in a small group of sorority sisters, but among the various sorority and non-sorority girls. Just because your
best pal might have gone one sorority and
you another, is no reason that you cannot
be fast friends.
It is a common thing for two sisters to
belong to different sororities on the same
campus. Does this break up the bond between them? Of course not—nothing could
come between them, and that is as it should
be among friends.
If you have not been one of the chosen
few, or have not yet chosen for yourself,
remember that the sorority girls a t Rollins
are all your friends and more than willing
to help you with your troubles or problems
at any time.
E. K. E.

By GBNECAFO?

JUST HUMANS

Tbe Wanderlust

Previews

Dos^tviews

piainviews
If I may do so without being
nasty man, I want to welcome Previews back where it belongs.
Last year when this column was
organized in its present form,
PREVIEWS was designed to include news of the stage, radio, and
pictures, with regular notes on
productions which had appeared on
Broadway, programs which were
outstanding on the air, and the
prospective new movies.
This fall with no warning and
without even so much as a glance
in our direction, there appeared
upon the horizon a spectre in the
shape of an obstreperous columnette, which appropriated our aforementioned rightful ground and left
us but one leg, and that shaky,
to stand upon.
However, the way is clear once
again, and Previews, Postviews,
Plainviews, and I are celebrating
our own private homecoming as if
nothing had happened.
Maybe
you'll come up sometime.
Incidentally, Previews will neither review any picture solely because it is scheduled at one of our
local theatres, nor praise any material—worthy or unworthy—for
that reason. That has never been
the motive behind this column, and
will not be in the future. Previews prefers independence.
NIGHT FLIGHT, with the two
Barrymores, Helen Hayes, Bob
Montgomery, Clark Gable, and
Myrna Loy, looks like the best
prospect in many a day, although
DINNER AT EIGHT, also with
John and Lionel and a lot of other
stars whom you know by heart before now, will get to us first unless bookings go wrong.
FOOTLIGHT PARADE is an excellent but overlong musical with
Jimmy Cagney, Joan Blondell,
Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell
TORCH SINGER is first rate if
you like Claudette Colbert and not
worth very much if you don't. She
is carried down the gamut of emotions from one end to the other,
and the picture could almost be
used as an index of types of
pression.
You really should be warned that
TORCH SINGER is tragic, that it
approaches the maudlin, and that
there are some trying scenes. On
the other hand, Claudette Colbert
sings well, has excellent support,
and generally puts the picture over
on her own account. So there you
are, free to pay your money and
take your choice.
Our old friend, the Columbia
Broadcasting System, which supplied scads of material and program news for this column and our
erstwhile "What's Best On Your
Radio" last year, is doing its best
to break its announcers of a few
pernicious habits.
A new handbook of "Don'ts" has
been issued for the benefit of those
announcers who can read, with
such admonitions as "Don't say,
'You have been enjoying the music of instead of 'You have been
listening to the music of." "The
mighty organ is taboo now, too.
It's just plain organ.
While they are about it, it might
be a good idea to rule out some of
the venom that drips from the various enunciations of those cue
System" and "This is the NATion-

GORDON

= _ _

is the CoLUMbia Broadcahsting
Cystem" and "This is the NATional Broadcasting Company." The
intonations these usually carry
gives them the idea of "Don't get
us mixed up with t h a t other
bunch," and, while t h a t is doubtless the object of the whole thing,
they might remain gentlemen, at

A Scotchman had fallen into a
well and was calling for help. His
wife came running and asked,
Shall I call the servants from the
field to help pull you o u t ? "
'What tirae is i t ? " he asked.
'Eleven-thirty," answered the
wife.
"Well, never mind," said he, "I'll
swim around till dinner time."
Campus Chat.
Michigan
Strict supervision of sorority
rushing is in order for co-eds at the
University of Michigan this fall.
All sororities are restricted to an
expense for rushing, ?25 for
flowers, three-course rushing dinners, and informal dinner engagements may not last after 8 P. M.
Carnegia Tech
Modification in the "Hell Week"
program among Carnegie fraternities will probably be in order this
year. The consensus of opinion
favors the abolition of certain initiatory practices and the shortening of the period to three or four
days.

On the subject of radio, it behooves us to offer advance thanks
to friend Sam Howe, who is
tribute what we hope will be a
great deal of newsy stuff on both
the Air and the many bands and
orchestras that appear before the
mike from time to time. Monsieur
Ohio
Howe ees so werry, werry well ac
According to summer predictions
quaint' wis zose sings
of Registrar F. B. Dilley, the enrollment of Ohio University is expected to show an appreciable inBill Tilden recently joined the crease this fall. Demands for cataranks of professional two-timers. logues and communications with
It seems that in 1928 his handsome, the administration's offices have
lean face adorned a Lucky Strike been unusually large over the sumad above his unofficial pronounce- mer months.
ment t h a t "Toasting frees this cigarette from throat
irritants,"
Thingumbobs: Please note: the
which statement was in turn above
scholarly odor about new books
his bold signature.
and the disgruntling musk about
In 1933, tastes being changeable. old ones . . . the yangle of hats . . .
Bill publicly admits he enjoys a Dottie Dodson's captivating lispth
Camel between sets, because it has been known to be indiscerable
doesn't afect his nerves, and, the in emotional stress . . . supreme
copy writer reminds us, "It takes but circle-eyed peace and lull after
healthy nerves to play like Tild- rush week.
It takes healthy nerves to write
Quite a few one-word descriptestimonials like Tilden, if we may tions . . . Dot White—flashy . . .
squeeze in a remark.
Virginia Worthington—leggy . . .
Maria Hilliard—powdery . . . Top
No doubt you recall the classic Orendorf . . . Stetsoney.
:ample of the charming young
lady who nonchalantly smiled into
our eyes a few seasons ago and
told us it so happened she didn't
smoke, but that her friends said,
etc., only to reappear two weeks
later in another campaign and let
us know how much she enjoyed a
really mild cigarette.
As a matter of fact, doubling of
these anonymous indorsers in
competitive ads is not uncommon,
since models will work for as many
agencies as want their character
types; no one even asks them
whether they know about the product they are to "use exclusively."
There was another case of the middle-aged, respectable-looking family man who in April thought the
Buick was the most comfortable
car he had ever ridden in, b
by June had decided that the Nash
was the most comfortable one he
knew of.

There is t h a t something in the
gurrump of the fish pond frog that
intrigues—conjures memories of
Florida swamp and 'gators and of
Vachel Lindsay's "Bongo-Bongo,
Spell of the Congo."
Strange how insistent a nice
lady ward can be. This one has
insinuated herself on my memory
ince sun-up but I must be ter•ibly gullible to yield to the spell
he casts. Paging Mr. Webster,
'cacophony."
Mention of Bob Daray's nether
name never fails to make yours
truly trill mentally: "mi—fa—so
—la—te—" and so to terminate in
ear-splitting screech.

Admitting to be the grassiest of
the grass—plagiarists . . . we will
yield ourselves to our beloved
asterisks—pardon the dashes.
Anyone who read both ads could
The Tulane Hullabaloo.
hardly fail to recognize the face
as the same, and the catchy catch
Dairy of a modern Pepys: Was
came when he said in one case that
playfully yanked from a peaceful
could afford only one car.
slumber at 8 . . . burnt leather to
accomplish breakfast only to find
One hat goes off here and now food departed thence . . . enterto the fellow who put this in the tained pious thoughts but got no
classified columns of a New York further chapelward . . . morning
paper this summer:
spent in severe throes of Greek
YES MAN 5 YRS. EXP. EXCEL. Lit . . . saw and chatted the illusREFS
trious Doctor Butler and formed
U agree to anything. N 4.56. a one-word opinion—eaglely . . •
after three reveled in the NewAny upper classman who wants comb Natatorium and in view of
1 "R" Book may apply at the this tepid weather inwardly inAdministration Building in the voked the gods' blessings on its
Dean's office. Due to the limited donors . . . dated at the half after
c, encountering en stroll my
publication of the book they will
mination for swankiest campus
given to those who get there
uple — Vassar Morelock and
first. There is much valuable information for both new and old Jazzy Jastram . . . heard curfew
students, so get yours before they and crow-flied it to the library . . .
and so to bed.
are all gone.
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Dances and Songs by Country Church SoZora Hurston Delight cial and Tea Given
At Alpha Phi Party by Gamma Phi Betas

ROLLINS ROLLS ALONG

On Thursday, October twelfth,
Alpha Phi held an informal party
at the house for its rushees. The
decorations of the house represented a ship. Zora Hurston and her
band of colored troupers entertained the guests with songs and dances.
Barbara Parsons, one of the
active members of the sorOrity,
danced a nautch dance.
There were light refreshments
served during the entertainments.

those who just can't be bothKappa Kappa GammaFor
ered doing it, Shop No. 4 in the
Orlando Arcade, takes care of such
Gives Kid Party To fine arts as alterations - hemstitch- mending - darning - binding Celebrate Its Birthdaying
braiding - tucking - ruffling - and

plain sewing by hand or machine.—
Hart Swalstead, the jeweler in San
Juan Hotel, Orlando, has tricks
like combination cigarette cases,
lighters and compacts, flameless
lighters, and "fizz-it."—DicTtsonIves novelty and cosmetic depts.
have as diversions: gloves to match
your bags, metal initials they put
on compacts and guarantee will
not wear off, and the Helena Rubenstein and Dorothy Gray "pick
up" kits priced respectively $3.50
Chi Omegas entertained Uheir
and $6.00, without which no life is
rushees Wednesday evening with a
complete.—If you car leaks around
ght-club party. Guests were adthe windshield, the Orlando Buick
I!j. FRED NEWTON
—X Club versus Pi Phi or K, A. will .serve their purpose after all. litted to the closed house by card
Sales Service will fix you up—and
You know it's hard "pumping" if only, and were ushered into a veriThe visitor who happens through and Kappa against everybody.
hear that the newest thing for
For twenty-five cents per hour, you're in the sand, and Florida has table beer tavern, which might be
Winter
Park
these
days
finds
the
smokers are to be moisture proof
three for a half, or a dollar a day, plenty of that. So, don't go out said to resemble those so profuse
college town somewhat changed.
igarettes.
you can keep the old limbs limber in the woods ,and be sure to keep
the city of Milwaukee.
Later in the evening the chilInstead of the once popular cut- and the doctor away. If you aren't on the pavement while you're ridFor atmosphere there were nudren gathered around a big white
way Fords with roaring exhausts, an expert you may have a few ing—mother speaking.
merous Blatz, Schlitz, etc., posbirthday cake in honor of the 63rd
le is surprised with the display of tumbles, but we all have to fall
To the golf course, to Maitland, ters (transported straight down
anniversary of Kappa Kappa Gamsometime.
and now on to Orlando. Yes sir, from MTIwaTfkee), tables covered
fine bicycles.
ma. The cake was served out of
old
Rollins goes rolling along.
Maybe
these
boom-time
roads
with red and white checkered cloths,
Parked
leisurely
in
front
of
the
doors under a string of colored
bearing a goodly assortment of
Witching Hour, the ten shiny twolights and around the various playcards and poker chips, and an imThe Rho Lambda Nu's welcomed wheelers bring back memories of
things.
provised bar from which cold
everybody to inspect their new a sport which thrilled the youth
drinks were served during the evehouse on Osceola Avenue. Last of twenty years ago. Rollins has
ning.
year an article in the Sandspur
ved this old spirit, and with
queried: "We wonder when the increasing popularity these bicyTaking part in the floor show
Rho Lambda Nu's will move into cles are becoming the talk of the
The X Club announces the ad- ere Cricket Manwaring, tap-dancJames H. Ottaway, '33, editor in
There is a new perfume that has the Phi Mu house?" The Rho Lamb- town.
dition of an Annex to the house ', Mickey Eickmeyer, Mo'na Graes1931-32
of
the
"Eollins
Sandspur",
leaped into the field, happily da's answered this bit of sarcasm
Jusf^who started this new exer- was elected president of the Eol- on College Point. This "Annex" sle, and Jeannette Houghton, singchristened "De Toi Je Chante" (Of by moving in this year—only the
and Dot SmitlT and Charlie
cise no one knows. Miss Weber, lins Club of lUichigan last Satur- is approximately one mile from the
Thee I Sing.) It is gay and pun- Phi Mu's moved out!
who is in charge of women ath- day at a gathering of Rollins alum- house in the vicinity of the Pi Phi Clausson, piano players.
gent, and very lets-go, when you
On last Thursday, the new Rho letics at Eollins, suggested the i ni in Ann Arbor to witness the j cabin. It is occupied by four con- The party reached its climax at
first put it on; and after it dries, Lambda Nu yacht was officially
idea to fhe proprietor of the Michigan-Cornell game. Also pres- I genial students selected at random nine-thirty when a masked man
it becomes increasingly feminine christened and launched. Captain
Witching Hour, Mr. Alvin Snarl- ent were Prof. A. J. Hanna of Eol- jfrom the club and proctored by crashed into the Club, fired his
and langorous. You can order it Carl Goeiler, who spends his suming. He got busy and when col- lins and Dr. George E. Carrothers, jHugh McKean of the faculty. The revolver and wounded the bartendfrom Jay-Thorpe, Bonwit Teller, mer months carrying mail out to
j "Chateau," as the boys fondly call er. Immediately, amidst shrieks
lege opened there were the bicyformer dean of Eollins, now of the
Altman, and other shops of t h a t the ships seven and eight miles off
;it, is situated in high rolling coun- and groans, the Night-Club was
. Whoever bought the first
University of Michigan.
type along Fifth Avenue.
[try and offers excellent opportun- raided and all "patrons" pere herdCape Cod, was placed in charge. ticket to ride one of these new
The boat was imported from Can- numbers certainly deserved a big
Geraldine Burk, '33, was named ity for recreation and study. The ed into the Black Maria. Of
HATS
ton, Ohio.
ha.nd. Someone was the sucker, vice-president and Freda Kuebler, boys say that there is always a course the Chi O house was padWe've found that Dickson-Ives
The Lambda's welcome Benny and look what happened.
'28, became secretary and treas- breeze up there and two cows which locked!
the
have an exciting line of new hats; Fawcett back into their midst. Ben
With somewhat of an air like urer. The club consists of over graze contentedly a b o u t
including such well known models has been to Daytona Beach con- the islands of Bermuda, Eollins co- thirty members representing many grounds and complete the quiet,
Fish Bite Fatal
as Knox for sportswear, Milgrim valescing from anemia, low blood
can be seen peddling through sections of Michigan. A meeting pastoral scene.
Brownsville, Tex. (UP) —
and Vogue for more formal appar- pressure and a severe attack of the streets of our city.
The Club has Mrs. Arthur cause William H. Stevens was
will probably be held early in Deel. These are all reasonably priced, | Hypochondria.
ressed in an attire fit for the cember in connection with Presi- McKean as house mother this willing to bear the ignominy of
and the Vogue models are patentCarl Goeiler won two cigars from occasion, our young ladies display dent Holt's addresses in Detroit, year. She is eminently qualified letting a fish run away with his
ed "one of a kind" which guaran- Bob Fuchs when he turned up with
for the task having had previous pole and line, he is dead. Stevens
manliness heretofore unrealized. December 11-12.
tees them against being copies at a shiny new Buick roadster to add Chi Omegas, Kappas and Pi Phis
This year Eollins has the fol- experience with Hugh and his three swam after the pole, which a huna lower price. The piece de re- to the Eho Lambda Nu fleet. Bob all indulge in this new pastime.
lowing undergraduates from Mich- brothers. She says taking care of gry fish was towing into midsistance of this department is a is trying to regain the cigars by
Even our gallant sires are be- igan: Esther Earle, Grand Eapids; the Club is much easier.
stream, sank and drowned.
jaunty, careless hat made of crepe betting Goeiler that a shooting coming interested, and with a few Jack Howden, Muskegon; Elizabeth
The X Club is represented on the
or velvet lastex, which stretches to star is usually no bigger than a of our notables wheeling about, it Moore, Detroit; Robert Stuffle- football squad by Morris, Winant,
any size, fits in the palm of your pin head. Professor Trowbridge looks as if there might be some
Advertise in the Sandspur
beam, Muskegon; Donald Thomas, Moore and Hines—God help Georhand, and when not worn can be and his Bible class will act as ar- real good "races" soon. You know
For Results
gia!
Grand Rapids.
thrown into a convenient bag or biters,
drawer, with no damaging results.
Carl Goeiler is initiating an amaThis department will also make teur radio station at the Lambda
any kind of hat to order.
House. The station will be open
for inspection next week.
HERE AND T H E R E
Charles Wright, hairdresser, of
Pontiac, Mich. (UP)—Business
Orlando, is opening a branch, of as usual occupied Oliver L. Blackhis store in Winter Park this week. enstose on the day on which he
Friday evening at seven-thirty,
a horse and buggy drove up to the
door of the Kappa House ---' noisy bunch of child
dressed ii
anything from
clothe;
to rompers, piled out, helter skelter. They swarmed into the garden and there see-sawed, slid down
the shoot-the-shoots, and pinned
tails on the donkey.
Inside, various groups sprawled
on the floor, absorbed in bridge
games, while others raced around
chairs in Going to Jerusalem. During the evening Cricket Manwaring
entertained the children by singing
her version of St. James Infirm-

Night Club Party
Given by Chi Omega
Feature of Rushing

Latest Doings Of
Rho Lambda Nus

Alumni Association X Club Announces
Addition of Annex
Of Michigan Elects
To Present House
Jim Ottaway As Head

For Women Only

Do you know anyone
who hasn't
enjoyed a meal
with us
?

NOACK & HALL

On Saturday afternoon Gamma
Phi Beta gave a tea at the house
some of the new girls. Alumnae present were Mrs. Eaymer Mae, Mrs. Cyrus W. Sharp, Misses
mor Krause, Nancy Brown,
and Virginia Smith.
The rushing party was given
Sunday evening and wras in the
form of a country church service
and social. There was an old-fashioned cabinet organ, a pastor, Helen Turnbull, and a choir composed
of Edmonia Henley and Louise
Jenkins. The pastor used as his
( ? ) text the popnular phrase: "He
went away without his shirt."
Eefreshments for the social were
served on the lawn, which was decorated with Japanese lanterns.
Frankie Arnold of Groveland,
class of *32, is visiting the chapter.
Martha Louise Connor, Bab's sister, from New Smyrna visited at
the house over the week-end.

Studio Club Holds
Meeting to Outline
Plans for the Year
The Rollins Studio Club holds
its first meeting of the year on
Thursday at 10:40. This meeting
for the purpose of organizing
and outlining the club's plans for
the year.
Students who wish to sketch or
do other art work but have no time
for the scheduled art classes are
invited to join this club. In this
way they may do any work they
choose and have the privilege of
riticism from the Eollins art faculty.
The phase stressed in the first
part of the year will be linoleum
prints of campus scenes. These
will be made into Christmas cards
and may be procured by faculty
and students by November the
18th.
The club will arrange several art
pilgrimages during t h e
year.
Among the trips planned will be a
visit to the Ringling's Museum at
Sarasota.
Razor Plant Celebrates
Eskilstuna,, Sweden (UP)—"The
Home of the Swedish Razor," the
Heljestrand plant here, has celebrated its 125th anniversary.

observed his 90th birthday anniversary. Oldest merchant in Pontiac, he takes an active part in a
partnership with his son in an office supply b

Watch Repairing
Cleaning, repairing a n d rep l a c i n g o n all m a k e s of
watches.
Swiss Bracelet
Watches a Specialty

Grover Morgan

A
PLUMBING
SYSTEM

242 PARK AVE.
In Bennett Electric Shop

I'VE S W U N G
many a stick and I know
how to spin 'em.

is dangerous unless properly installed. Our prices
are right and our work
guaranteed.

"I've smoked many a
cigarette and I know how
to taste 'em.
"Chesterfields are milder
—they taste better—and
man they do satisfy!"

FOSTER R.

FANNING
Plumbing, Heating and Gas
Appliances

ORANGE COURT
GRILL
Special Catering
to Rollins
Banquets
Tea Dances
and Private Parties

Orange Court Hotel
North Orange Avenue

Freeman has the happy
faculty of building more
than style into every model.
The combination of
master craftmanship and
fine leathers results in a
line of shoes that are first
in comfort, first in wear
and first in style.

lesterfielc

Men's Fashion Corner

Y O W E LLDREW CO.
ORLANDO

© J933, LIGGETT & MYIBS TOBACCO CO.

the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

'33 TAR STARS HAIL FROM ELEVEN DIFFERENT STATES
MEN'S INTRA-MURAL
SPORTS PROGRAM TO
BEGIN IN NOVEMBER

ROLLINS SQUAD IS
DRAWN FROM ALL
PARTS OF AMERICA

Expansive athletic program for coming year announed by McDowall; Touch football
starts next month
Intra-mural sports will swing
into action the first week of November with touch football, according- to announcement made by
Jack McDowall, director of Physical Education. McDowall also announced that a few changes in the
rules for play have been made, enabling the smaller dormitories and
fraternities to compete on an even
basis with the larger ones. I t is
understood that the number of
men competing for each team will
be limited.

Florida, New York, and North Carolina lead in Rep.
resentatives of Varsity Tar
Gridiron aspirants
i

Varsity Coaches Are
Busy Assembling Men
For Coming Season

Rollins Tars Swamp
South Georgia State
First Game of Year

The golf team, headed by Johnny Brown, Maine State Open
Champion, has a favorable outlook. Three of last year's letter
men have returned. Bob Enck,
Tommy Johnson a n d
Johnny
Brown, present college champion,
are the three letter wearers to
turn from last year's team. AnX Club, defending champions, other letter man to return after
are expected to meet with some two years' absence is Fred New
spirited opposition for their title ton. Among the newcomers that
from the Theta Kappa Nus, run- are expected to give t^e regulars
First row, left to right: Bill.s, Mgr.. Whalen. M.ilom-. MiN.itt, Moore. ( hakale-, Mor,e, Elliot, Tourners up last year. Returning to the real competition for their jobs will
tellotte, Roth. Second, left to right: Doyle, Miller, Morrow, Winant, McGinnis, Schrage, Carmody, Baker,
X Club fold as a nucleus for this
Burleigh Drummond, present in- Brown, Jardine, Holden. Third, left to right: Worley, Mgr., McDowall, Coach, Washington, Hines, Thompyear's team are Bernie Bralove, Rip
-mural champion, Ralph Tour- son, Moon, Owen, Sealover, Rogers, Powell, Evans, Line Coach, Colado, Asst. Line Coach,
Parsons, Bob Robertson, Ed But- tellotte, runner-up, and Ben Kuhns.
ner, Curtis, George Ganson and Gilbert Drake is one of the new
Yrs. 0
Jersey
Pos. Age
Bob Enck. The Theta team of last men that enters school this year
Wt.
Ht.
Squad
Home
Name
year, headed by "Senor" Worley, that looks promising for the wood
Socrates Chakales
QB 23
170
5 ft. 6 in.
0
Asheville, N. C.
CT 23
170
5 ft. 9 ii1.
Al Stoddard, Frank Wetherell, and iron team.
Daniel A. Winant
Brooklyn, N. Y.
0
William Carmody
Tac. 20
185
6 ft.
Stuart Eaton, Anthony French
0
Newark, N. J.
Carroll Cooney, Bob Robertson,
End 19
170
6 ft.
Joe B. Jardine
0
Douglas, Ga.
Merrill and "Kid" Roberts, returns
Ben Kuhns and Scholfield head the
Gd. 18
145
5 ft. 6 in.
Beatrice, Neb.
Robert F. Elliott
0
intact for this year's competition. •
list of varsity tennis performers to
HB 20
156
5 ft. 9 in.
Robert M. Morrow
Lake Worth, Fla.
0
" Jim Gowdy, Tom Johnson, Bob return to the courts for this year's
HB 20
150
5 ft 11 i n
John D. Moore
0
Brightwaters, L. 1.
Stevenson and Bob Stufflebeam competition. Newcomers to the
Linton G. Malone
Gd 22
160
5 ft 8 in.
1
Palmetto, Fla.
will lead the K. A.'s in an effort
ket fold will be Henry SebasEalph R. Tourtellotte
End 21
155
6 ft. 9 in.
2
Doodstock, Conn.
to wrest the title from the X Club- tian Lauterbach and Harry EdRaymond H. Miller
QB 23
:165
5 M. 9 in.
Asheville, N. C.
2
bers.
monds.
Edmonds was a member
Stewart L. Morse
Gd. 24
155
5 ft. •8 in.
1 E. Woodstock, Conn
of the Rollins tennis team in 1931,
Thomas Powell
End 18
160
6 ft. 1 in.
0 Asheville, N. C.
while Lauterbach has yet to win
Harry R. Brown
Ct. 19
155
6 ft. 1 in.
0
Beatrice, Neb.
his spurs as an intercollegiate tenDavid
B.
Owen
Tac.
21
165
6
ft.
2
in.
0
Bronxville, N. Y.
player. His experience has
John Doyle
HB
23
175
6 ft.
0
Cleveland, Ohio
been gained largely through some
George W. Hines
Tac. 21
175
6 ft.
0
Chicago, 111.
high grade tournaments in ConnecHorace C. Thompson
Tac. 21
180
6 ft.
1
Oak Park, 111.
ticut and other parts of New EngOur Plant is at
Willam
F.
Whalen
End
21
158
5
ft.
9
in.
0
Peekskill,
N. Y.
land, and it is more than likely
Your Service
David C. Schrage
HB 23
170
5 ft. 11 in.
1
. „ Oak Park, 111.
that he will play the number one
Charles S. Sealover
Tac. 21
178
6 ft.
1
Lakeland Fla.
position.
Cleveland Mclnnis
Gd. 20
165
5 ft. 10 :in.
0
Palmetto, Fla.
Coach Bradley has a class three
and
Leonard Roth
Gd. 21
180
5 ft. 10 in.
0
Lakeland, Fla.
days a week for those desirous of
Bucklin R. Moon
Tac. 22
185
6 ft. 2 iin.
0
Eau Claire, Wis.
learning to row in preparation for
John V. Baker
Gd. 19
175
6 ft. 1 iin.
0
Oak Park, III.
Fairbanks Ave. - Phone 41
the coming crew season.
George H. Rogers
Gd. 21
170
6 ft.
1
Dover, N. H.
Richard B. Washington
FB 22
180
6 ft. 2 iin.
2
Cherokee, N. C.

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

Orange Laundry

Colonial Cleaners

:

(Continued from Page 1)

On delving into a few statistics
concerning the 1933 edition of the
Rollins varsity football team, it is
found that eleven states and eighteen different cties or towns are
represented on the roster. Of the
entire thirty men there are sur- i
prisingly few native Floridians. '
Only five from this state are on i
the varsity lineup.
East and West
The fartherest western point
reached by the squad is Beatrice,
Neb., represented by E. Brown and
"Binny" Ellis. The longest reach
into the east finds George Eogei-s,
of Dover, N. H. Bob Morrow represents the deepest Dixie contribution.
Except for the five Floridians,
North Carolina, New York and II- i
linois are tied for the most rep- |
resentatives with four each: All |
of the North Carolinians hail from |
Asheville, while the two Illini come '
from Oak Park, and the rest of i
the state leaders' representatives
come from scattered towns.
Wisconsin, Ohio, Georgia, New
Hampshire and New Jersey show
only one each. Nebraska and Connecticut sent two each.
David Owen, Buck Moon and
Dick Washington tie for the honor of being the tallest men on the
squad. Each of this trio towfeet two inches into the air.
The doubtful honor of being the
shortest man on the squad falls
between "Binny" Elliot and Soc
Chakales. Each of these mites
manfully reach five feet and six
inches in their shoes.

through the right side of the lim
I deceptive spinner. Schrage':
I for the extra point was knocked down.
Taking the kickoff, Georgia
thoroughly aroused, took the ball
a sustained drive down to the
Rollins six inch line where they
: finally stopped in as beautiful a goal line stand as you could
wish to see.
he most spectacular play of
game came in the last quarte:
when Ray Miller took the ball on
own thirty-five yard line, on s
reverse, cut back, and raced sixtyfive yards for a touchdown. The
final Rollins' score came late in
the game and was the result of a
pass from Miller to Washington
II the visitors' thirteen yard
That made the score thirty
to nothing, and as Schrage's kick
for the extra point was blocked by
Dasher, the whistle blew, and the
first game of the 1933 football season was history.
Yards gained from scrimmage:
Eollins 388; Georgia 143.
Penalties: Rollins 160; Georgia
20.
First Downs: Rollins 17; Georgia 7.
Average Yardage of Kicks:
Eollins 37; Georgia 47.
Average return of punts; EolCarmody, six feet even, and
lins 37; Georgia 0.
Buck Moon, are the two heaviest
Passes tried: Rollins 10; Geor- men on the roster. Both push the
gia 8.
Fairbanks around to 185. The
Forward Passes Completed: Rol- closest weight to these comparalins 4; Georgia 3.
tive giants is 180. Both Dick
Yards Gained on Forward Pass- Washington and Johnny Doyle
weigh that amount.
es: Rollins 87; Georgia 26.

PHONE 6348 COLLECT, FOR SERVICE

AULICK AND EMERSON
Home and Automobile Radios
al Electric Radios
139 S. Court Street, Orlando

xV sensible
packag(
W e wanted to sell it for 10 cents
so we p u t Granger in a sensible soft
foil pouch—easy to carry a n d keeps
the tobacco just exactly right—just like
it was made.
Granger . . . good tobacco . . .Wellm a n M e t h o d . . . cut right . . . packed
right. A n d there is this m u c h about it:
Gold Bond finer foot
wear is designed foi
men who demand smartness, comfort and long wear
There's a Gold Bond foi
every occasion from every
day classroom wear to
"tuxedo events." And at
this price, your
shoe
money
will buy shoes
gas

We have yet to know
man who started
a sensible

Smart College Men Are Shopping At

Ave at
Wa^shTngton

•11
.„
. _
M*1!»l!(t]a!llllir^iVI»HHM

9 AM to 6 PM
Sat. 'till 9 PM

10 cents
±o cents

of a
smoke

Granger who didn't
keep
on. Folks seem to like it.
~^ ""•^•^ •""

Granger Rough Cut
^^^^w

for the

package

to

© 193>. LicoiTT & MYEKS TOBACCO CO.

—the totacco that's MADE FOR PIPES

